
✔ HOLISTIC—Integrates comprehensive 
results in an overall, custom narrative

✔ SIMPLIFIES—Makes sense of complex 
patterns and apparent contradictions

✔ PRACTICAL—Distills everything into a 
one-page summary of key themes

✔ TIME-SAVING—Reduces preparation time 
to an hour or less per pro�le

✔ EFFICIENT—Debrief results and how to 
move forward in a one-hour session

✔ FLEXIBLE—Debrief in-person or virtually, 
one-on-one or in groups 

Synthesizes Hogan personality 
results into a brief, customized, 
narrative summary.

Easy to understand without 
compromising on scienti�c rigor.

Cut down preparation and spend more
time on coaching and development

The Integrated Personality Summary (IPS) reveals 
the pattern and explains the meaning of a leader’s 
pro�le on the industry-leading suite of assessments 
from Hogan (HPI, HDS & MVPI).

The IPS captures the nuances of personality— 
the bright side, dark side, and inside—so that a busy 
manager walks away with increased self-awareness
and practical tips for becoming a more e�ective leader.

Deep Insight. The IPS is based on expert data
analysis and interpretation. It reconciles the 
complexities and seeming contradictions
and also makes connections that might get 
overlooked by a less experienced eye.

Simple process. You con�dentially provide a 
client’s Hogan reports, and we return a tight, 
hand-cra�ed summary. 

Nets out to a one-page 
summary of key themes 13

CHRISTOPHER CHRISTOPHERSON

Values and motivators: optimization of multiple strongly held values; building and nurturing 

relationships; channeling �nancial success into socially responsible causes; innovating, 

experimenting, and exploring without encroaching on personally important principles; equal 

appreciation for (and reliance on) objectivity, metrics, and the power of intuition; discreetly using his 

in�uence to help others.

• Confidence-inspiring, huge leadership presence

• Resilient, stress tolerant, and optimistic

• Driven, proactive, assertive, and secure without seeming 

heavy handed, arrogant, or likely to sacri�ce 

relationships to achieve goals

• Excels at relationship building and maintenance

• Sharp, knowledgeable, and resourceful

• Strategic, visionary, and forward-thinking, but also 

conscious of practical considerations

• Flexible and comfortable forging new paths

• Powerfully influenced by a desire to be well liked 

• May land in sticky situations due to hastiness, limit 

testing, or insu�cient forethought

• Happy-go-lucky, idealistically optimistic, and 

occasionally lacks a su�cient sense of urgency

• Occasionally allows his typical charisma, 

assertiveness, and steadfastness to waver

• Offers his team a longer leash than necessary and 

less direction than desired

• May impede others’ opportunities to contribute

STRENGTHS THAT ENHANCE PERFORMANCE RISK FACTORS AND OVERUSED STRENGTHS  

HDSMVPIHPI Tying it all Together 
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